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A CARIBBEAN CRUISE DIARY – 2005

In the 1970s I spent a few years working in advertising in RTÉ Television Sales before
moving on to the business of making television programmes. A group of us from that early
era have remained friends ever since, meeting up regularly until Covid-19 put a halt to our
gallop.
In 2005 eight of us celebrated thirty-five years of friendship aboard the Royal Caribbean
‘Serenade of the Seas’ cruising around the islands of the Caribbean, a trip organised by one
of the group who was a seasoned ‘cruiser’.

All decked out here for St Patrick’s Day!
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Day 1
Flew Dublin/Shannon/Atlanta/San Juan – Puerto Rico. Wished I could sleep like the snorers
around me. Exhausted, we were to overnight in Puerto Rico, and I was looking forward to
arriving at the hotel and just checking in and relaxing. A simple arrangement you would
think. Not so.
General confusion when we arrived at the very plush Waldorf Hotel in San Juan – doors
being opened for us by beautifully stylish doormen – the red carpet treatment. However,
seconds later it all turned sour when it was discovered they’d never heard of us – no booking.
After much anxiety the problem was sorted – we were at the wrong hotel – didn’t read the
literature properly, and in my case, most unlike me, I hadn’t read it at all! Looked too good to
be true anyway, so all piled back into the taxi and on to the real hotel which turned out to be
very comfortable but without the pomp and ceremony.

Day 2 – PUERTO RICO
Breakfasted in room with ceiling to floor windows overlooking the Caribbean. Sitting there it
felt like I was in the middle of a Bounty Bar commercial looking out at the blue, blue sea and
coconut tree-lined beach.
We all split up – some serious shoppers, others browsing the market stalls, and Barbara and
myself went walking around to drink in the atmosphere of the place.
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Wandered along the Castle battlements and bell arch, and watched children feeding the birds
in a little park.

The bird seed seller was doing great business.
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We lunched on lime sole tapas in a lovely cool outdoor sunken garden, and wandered around
the streets a while longer before the time for the afternoon boarding of the ship arrived.
The staff were very elegant in their uniforms, everything super efficient, with a system that
worked like clockwork. No need to handle money, we each had a scan card that was used for
every transaction and the bill to be paid at the end of the voyage.
My initial impression on boarding: very plush surroundings, chandeliers, marble staircases,
stylish staff – very Titanic. I had been working hard right up to our departure from Dublin, so
I hadn’t given the cruise much thought, other than ensuring I had my tickets and passport, so
I wasn’t ready for my own, most likely unique, response. Horror at the opulence of it all – the
somewhat vulgar display of wealth. My reaction was such that I couldn’t mention it to any of
the others – they’d have thought me daft. I was even surprised at myself, because I was aware
that this cruise was a luxury, and it was already presenting exactly what it said on the tin. I
suppose I was hoping it would be old fashioned and understated elegance – like Agatha
Christie’s Death on the Nile with Hercule Poirot mincing about on deck with his gold topped
walking cane. But I think it may have had more to do with the fact that I was heavily
involved in a charity for the victims of the Asian tsunami of 2004, and knowing their plight I
couldn’t cope with the two images. Wisely I managed to keep my thoughts to myself at this
stage because, shallow being that I am, it didn’t take me long to acclimatise to this plush new
world and discover I loved it.
Lots of options for dining. A few restaurants, an amazing buffet or the more sedate dining
room with waiter service. As the members of our group would be splitting up during the day,
everyone having very differing interests, we decided we’d opt for the main dining room for
dinner each night – possibly the only time in the day when we’d all be together and have an
opportunity to swap stories of our daily adventures.
Sailed overnight to St Thomas.

Day 3 – ST THOMAS
Jewellery bargains are to be had in the Caribbean. The advice on the ship was to do any
serious jewellery shopping on St Thomas, not to leave it until the other islands, because St
Thomas has the best variety of the top class shops, and if you went to a few recommended
ones you wouldn’t be ripped off and the jewels would be genuine. We were warned not to be
lured to the back street jewellers, where we might be lucky and get a bargain, but we’d also
run the risk of ending up with a fake.
Most of the women were big into diamonds and one, who shall remain nameless, was so
completely overwhelmed that she had a panic attack, had to leave the shop and had a full
dramatic meltdown in the middle of the street. Unfortunately I missed it as I, not being a
diamond girl had, without such fuss, already completed my purchase of a dainty blue
tanzanite ring. Simple soul that I am, at the time of the drama, I was quite happily relaxing
and enjoying an ice cream in the park while watching the world go by. That evening, when
all had calmed themselves, we met up in one of the ‘state rooms’ (cabins to you and me) to
have our aperitif, swap stories, model our purchases and compare the prices. A ritual that
became part of each day.
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The food on board was just mouth-watering and what a selection! Breakfast in the buffet
could be a full six-course meal if you so desired – everything from cereal, exotic fresh fruits,
juices, pancakes with syrup, the full fry, meat, fish, dishes that looked like an enormous
dinner, or you could get a grip on yourself, eat a healthy breakfast and save yourself until
later. Food was cleared away after breakfast and immediately laid out for the morning coffee
break, then cleared away again in time to restock the displays for lunch. I’d swear some
people never left the buffet area – it was so tempting and everything looked so exotic and
fresh.
We sailed overnight to St Maarten.

Day 4 – ST MAARTEN
Barbara and myself got up to see the dawn – the only cool time to have a walk on deck where
we did several laps each morning – which adds up to a mile or two. A feeble attempt to work
off the previous night’s dinner and leave space for the breakfast calories. There were very
few on deck at this early hour, and coming into port today, with the slight haze, was like
drifting into a beautiful misty watercolour. The combination of lovely skyline and some ships
already docked created some beautiful reflections in the water.
We were anchored out in the bay and tendered ashore, where we spent the morning on the
beach, right at the edge of the town, drinking our mango juice cocktails and sunbathing.
Most of us bought wonderful colourful towels from women who were walking up and down
the beach selling their wares. The towels were cleverly disguised as a beach bag, whereby the
towel fitted back into its own pouch and could be carried over the shoulder with space for sun
cream and book all neatly fitted in. Nifty!
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Went for a wander around the little streets alone and arranged to meet up later with Barbara
in the town square. Couldn’t spot her when I arrived to the tree-lined square, but after a few
minutes I saw a lovely Caribbean Granny seated under a tree, and who was with her but
Barbara, and the two heads going, having a great chat. A perfect photo opportunity.

I joined them and Granny, who was originally from Barbados but, while living in the States
all her adult life, had worked her way through a few husbands. Like ourselves she was on a
cruise, and had clearly done well for herself in the States. She was a widow, but was on the
trip with a younger male friend. We imagined him to be her toy boy, but we couldn’t exactly
ask her straight out. Whatever he was, she was thriving on it.
Sailed overnight for Antigua.

Day 5 – ANTIGUA
They said that in Antigua you could visit a different beach each day and still have one spare.
English settlers arrived in the 1600s and, with a short interruption by the French in 1666-67,
Antigua remained part of the British Commonwealth until its independence in 1981.
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Ernest Hemingway spent time here on the island. Arrived into port harbour with its coloured
clapboard houses and the board and rope walkway to the ship – just the atmosphere captured
in some of his books.
Joined some Antiguans under a bandstand-type canopy. I loved the relaxed lifestyle of the
natives; seated under the cool shelters they seemed to have their own rituals that seemed to be
common on all of the islands. Family groups meeting up, couples, one old man making some
sort of sugar drink from ingredients he was carrying in his lunch bag. Looked like it might be
something of a poteen variety. Also an occasional group of card players.

Sailing that evening to Barbados we passed the island of Montserrat where in 1995 the
Soufriere Hills volcano erupted, after being dormant for centuries. It buried the island’s
capital Plymouth. Nineteen people died as a result and additional eruptions have been
occurring since, so an exclusion zone was created on the southern section of the island as it
was deemed uninhabitable and not safe to visit. At that time, with the disruption of the
economy, more than half of the population left the island, which also lacked housing as a
result of the disaster. As we passed, we could see the volcano smoking and the grey lava still
lying where it had covered the town.
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There is an Irish connection to the island of Montserrat. The Irish constituted the largest
proportion of the white population from the founding of the colony in 1628. Most were
indentured servants, while others were merchants or plantation owners. In 1985, the people of
Montserrat made St Patrick's Day a ten-day public holiday. There are claims that Irish is still
occasionally spoken on the island, but these anecdotes are very questionable.

Day 6 – BARBADOS
Each time we arrive at an island, the ships pull into a pretty little town, everywhere within
walking distance. Quite unlike the grey, dirty, docks areas in cities around Ireland, these are
all very attractive and painted in bright Caribbean colours. The shopping areas are very pretty
and close to the pier – probably to catch the older visitors who can’t walk very far.
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Arrival on Barbados was at Bridgetown, the capital, which was much bigger than the main
towns on the other islands, and not so pretty.
An interesting little note in our daily Cruise Newsletter – guests are not permitted ashore in
camouflage wear on Barbados! Thereby must hang a tale?
The other women in the group had all gone on various tours around some of the other islands,
but I had preferred to wander about and explore by myself. However, Barbados seemed the
best choice for a guided minibus tour; having done most of my shopping at this stage the
novelty of the shops and markets had worn off. Barbara and myself, as we share similar
interests, selected a tour that included a visit to the Orchid Gardens and also to the Sunbury
Plantation House, which promised an English tea.
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The Orchid Gardens were lovely – lots of exotics growing outdoors, unlike a very nice
Orchid Centre which I visited in Guernsey, but where they were all in greenhouses. Here
they grew in bushes and trailed over archways, but in a much more natural environment.

A few Barbadian women in a field beside the gardens, working in what looked like some sort
of potato plot, made contact with us with great waving and greetings shouted – very sunny,
friendly people. We weren’t near enough to enquire as to what the crop was.
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The tour guide was very laid back and entertaining. A great sense of humour, not unlike that
of the Irish. As we travelled through the rural countryside, we passed the tallest palms I’ve
ever seen. These towering Cabbage Palms have been renamed by Barbadians as Politician
Palms – the explanation being that they just grow and grow and grow, some to over 100 feet,
and produce absolutely nothing!
The Sunbury Plantation House was very interesting – I felt like I’d stepped straight back into
Gone With The Wind.

The house itself was gorgeous with views of exotic plants through every window.
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The guide took us around the plantation and explained that the sugar cane, when planted,
lasts five years. It is cut down each year and cropped, and a new shoot appears which is the
start of next year’s crop. The stubble doesn’t have to be burned – it can just be left on the
ground to fertilize the soil. Aparently there are no damaging insects or wildlife in Barbados –
the only wildlife being monkeys, mongoose, and the men. (The guide’s words, not mine! Not
very PC nowadays.)
An English tea with delicious dainties was served in the garden.
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Day 7 – ST LUCIA
Yesterday’s tour was so enjoyable that we decided to try another one on St Lucia. A visit to a
banana plantation, a hike in a rainforest, and to finish a swim on a tropical beach.
St Lucia is the most lush and beautiful of the islands with its towering Pitons – a set of twin
peaks topping 2,000 feet.

It was a fairly hair-raising trip – particularly going uphill, quite mountainy terrain and around
hairpin bends at speed in a Land Rover – no minibus this time.
We again had a great guide – this time a real Rasta man with amazing dreadlocks. Hiking in
the rainforest was lovely – beautifully cool, and we ended up relaxing at a waterfall after our
trek. Our guide advised us not to select the brown leaves in the rainforest if we were shorttaken – as they are the ones that had already been used!
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At the banana plantation he explained the harvesting of the bananas and showed us how the
leaves of the banana had a lint-like interior and could be used to bind a wound.
The swim on the beach was gorgeous – very different to any experience I’d had in the
Mediterranean. I felt I could have stayed in the water all day as it was so very warm and
balmy. A few men were fishing with nets from a small fishing boat near the shore, with what
clearly was not state-of-the-art equipment. I watched one young fisherman, fully employed
with a bucket, constantly removing water from the boat – and he wasn’t in the least bit
perturbed; it must have been all in a normal day’s work.
After the swim Rastaman produced some sort of rum-based drink… something fire... it had a
name that I can’t remember. I passed on it, but Barbara had a skinful and got very giggly –
most unlike her – which had me wondering as to the ingredients!
One night the kitchen staff put on a wonderful culinary display for the passengers. For the
first hour we were allowed in to see and photograph the displays, which were breathtaking.
Each table had ice sculptures and food carvings. The food consisted of things like
watermelon carved into the shape of a flower, or a pineapple with finely cut slices of meat, or
vegetables shaped like flower petals decorating it – each one a unique work of art. The whole
effect was overwhelming in its beauty.

After everyone had filed past, and with a lot of elbow bumping in our efforts to take
photographs, we were to be served the food. Unfortunately, it was scheduled for after the
evening meal. I really don’t know how they expected people to eat again that evening – but
there were lots of takers.
Behind each table stood a chef, to ensure no-one handled anything, as it was very tempting to
reach out and check if the petals were real. We were just commenting on what a shame it was
to actually dismantle the exhibits and eat them, when Barbara overheard a huge big American
say to one of the chefs, ‘Say, when do we get to eat this stuff?’. How about that for
appreciation of the artistry involved?
Another funny when we disembarked from the ship for the final time and entered the terminal
building: a very large American woman, waddling along and eyeing the various eateries,
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‘Gee, honey, Starbucks, McDonalds, now for some real food – come on!’ and with that she
gave her equally large husband a loud thump on the back.
Well, that just stumped us.

ARE YOU THINKING OF TAKING A CRUISE?
A few pointers I picked up on my first cruise, and up to this, my only one. Hopefully I’ll get
to do another.
Cruising sounds like a very relaxed term; however, it was much busier than I expected.
People will tell you it’s only old people who go cruising. Not so. Yes, there were plenty of
older cruisers, but there were lots of family groups, middle-aged couples and honeymooners.
If you are the energetic type, there are plenty of opportunities to work that energy off either
on or off the ship.
Each night a Newsletter called the Cruise Compass was shoved under our door with details of
the next day’s available activities. There was everything a body could want on board the ship
– theatre and movies, casino, dancing, art/photo gallery, spa, fitness classes, swimming pool,
quizzes, cards, a rock climbing wall that would take you 200 feet above the sea, and a
shopping mall that was set up each evening with a themed display, and which would change
nightly – jewellery, cameras, handbags, clothes, etc. One could stay on board for the entire
time and be fully occupied, but what a waste that would have been. In our case we arrived on
a different island each day so the choice was frustrating – we just had to explore the islands
and sideline the ‘FOMO’ (fear of missing out – not a term known in 2005!) We’d have
needed a cruise twice the length if we were to sample all the activities on board.
The food. Hold yourself in check. You don’t have to eat everything before you on the first
day – it will be there again and fresh tomorrow. You can sample a different selection each
day.
Don’t bother taking along more than one book. Believe me – you won’t have time to read it!
The Royal Caribbean website is: https://www.royalcaribbean.com
HAPPY CRUISING!
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